Chapter 2

Literature review

Abstract This chapter elucidates on some of the work done by
different researchers on sensors developed from Carbon Nanotubes
(CNTs) and graphene. Work done on the preparation and properties
of CNTs and graphene are explained in addition to their employment
as electrochemical, strain and electrical sensors. It also explains the
work done on a range of wearable, flexible sensors, some of the
network protocols used to operate them, the current challenges
availing in the present scenario and some of the future opportunities
in terms of market survey and betterment of the existing sensors.
2.1 Introduction
Due to the majority of the work showcased in this book is based
on CNTs, and graphene and other flexible sensing prototypes, a lot of
literature review was done on these topics. The research work done
on the fabrication and characteristics of some of the flexible sensors
based on these conductive elements are explained in the succeeding
sections. The elucidation on the different types of flexible sensors that
are developed with CNTs and graphene as electrodes operated as
electrochemical, strain and electrical sensors. The literature review
also includes some of the limitations and challenges of the current
CNTs and graphene-based sensors with some of the remedial ideas
for addressing these problems. This is followed by the work done on
different kinds of wearable, flexible sensing prototypes that includes
some of the flexible sensors, their operating principle and the
fabrication techniques used to operate them. It also includes the
explanation on the network protocols used to operate them. The
chapter finally concludes on wearable, flexible sensors.

2.2 Carbon Nanotubes and their Sensor-based Applications
Carbon Nanotubes can be defined as the allotropes of carbon that
are cylindrically shaped and has a crystalline nature. These elements
have an extremely high aspect ratio with exceptional electrical,
mechanical, and thermal properties. The history of CNTs dates to
early1980s where a fullerene ball consisting of six carbon atoms (C60)
was discovered. These fullerene balls were explained being made up
of elements formed from pure carbon atoms. The structural form of
CNTs can be explained as the allotrope of carbon shaped in an sp2
hybridization. The sp2 hybridized form of carbon atoms in CNTs has
a resemblance with graphite (alkynes), which makes them stronger
than the sp3 hybridized molecules like alkanes. The sp2 hybridized
carbon atoms have a strength of around 33%, which is higher than that
of sp3 hybridized carbon atoms (Sinnott and Andrews 2001). The
formation of CNTs involves the rolling of graphene sheet (Odom et
al. 2002). The CNTs walls being graphene sheets are stacked on top
of each other at definite angles, called as ‘chiral angles.' Chirality can
be defined as the asymmetric nature of an element to its mirror image.
The stacking of the nanotubes is known as π-stacking, taking place
due to the Van der Waal’s forces of attraction for individual nanotubes
against each other. The surface area of the atoms of the CNTs
determines the amount of these Van der Waal forces. The
consequence of the exposure of the atoms to both the interior and
exterior sides of the tubes where the resultant surface area of CNT is
quite high results in higher Van der Waal’s forces (Carraher Jr 2016).
These CNTs are having a high strength to weight ratio compared to
other contemporary materials makes them a preferable choice to
coagulate with other polymers to form nanocomposites.
Synthesis of Carbon Nanotubes
CNTs are fabricated via different techniques like arc-discharge
evaporation, laser vaporization, and chemical-vapor deposition
(CVD). Arc -discharge evaporation is the oldest method among these
where the CNTs are fabricated from an arc-discharge operation with
two carbon electrodes in the presence of an inert gas (Ando and Iijima
1993). During the discharge process, one electrode was fixed, and the

other one was adjustable. With the absence of a catalyst, the arc
current used to very high in the range of 200 - 225 A, where one of
the CNTs would be deposited in one of the carbon electrodes. As a
result, the diameter of the electrodes would be altered after the
process, thus change the number of fabricated nanotubes. The
catalytic synthesis of CNTs was performed out with an arc current of
around 70-80 A in an atmosphere containing argon and helium mixed
at a certain ratio (Hutchison et al. 2001). The catalysts used for in
technique were placed by evaporating them along with the carbon
feedstock. The highly magnifying (100 nm) instruments like Scanning
Electron Microscopic (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscopic
(TEM) were used take images of vertically aligned CNTs grown with
the presence of a catalyst are depicted in Figures 2.1(a) (Liu et al.
2014b) and 2.1(b) (Chai et al. 2007). A stepping motor that is
controlled with a computer (Ando et al. 2002) was utilized to develop
the CNTs in the arc discharge method.

Figure 0.1 (a) SEM image of vertically aligned CNTs (Liu et al. 2014b).
(b) Highly magnified TEM image of CNTs grown with a catalyst. Reprinted
with permission from (Chai et al. 2007).

This assisted in maintaining a fixed distance between the two
electrodes. Hydrogen can be considered as an alternative option to
helium to be used as a gas in the vacuum chamber during the arcdischarge fabrication process. Another alternative technique that can
be considered for the arc-discharge process is the containing the

positive electrode with a mixture of graphite powder and a metallic
catalyst (Journet et al. 1997). This will assist to deposit a homogenous
mixture of carbon filaments. Laser vaporization is another popular
process that has been used a lot to develop CNTs. In this process, a
laser beam contained with a controlled laser pulse speed was focused
on a material developed with a composite of a metal and graphite
(Guo et al. 1995). Carbon spots are formed on the target surface when
this computer-controlled beam scans through it. This was followed by
the deposition of the carbon in the collector in the presence of an inert
gas. Another popular technique is the quartz tube, which is used to
fabricate CNTs by the laser vaporization method (Lebedkin et al.
2002). The positioning of the tube on the oven is done during the
evaporation process at a defined temperature and pressure. The
fabricated CNTs were obtained inside the tube that is deposited on a
filter. Near-infrared photoluminescence is another favorable option
that is connected the laser vaporization method to fabricate CNTs
(Lebedkin et al. 2003). Miniscule structures having a range of 1 nm
can be developed via this approach. The acid-treated CNTs instead of
raw CNTs reacted towards photoluminescence. One of the
disadvantages of this method includes the low yield of CNTs in
comparison to the arc-discharge and CVD techniques. The
development of CNTs with CVD in the presence of catalysts is the
most favorable and recently developed technique. The elements
considered as catalysts differ depending on the configuration of the
fabricated CNTs. Research has been done on magnesium-cobaltmolybdenum-oxygen to consider it as a catalyst for double and triplewalled CNTs (Flahaut et al. 2005). The individual elements in this
compound were mixed at defined proportions and dissolved in
deionized water considering either urea or critic acid as the fuel. The
iron-molybdenum mixture prepared from thermal decomposition
process can also be used to fabricate SWCNTs (Li et al. 2001).
Pyrolytic decomposition of certain hydrocarbon gasses include
methane; benzene is another technique that is imposed in CVD (QIN
1997). The lower range of the operating temperature can be compared
to other techniques like arc-discharge and laser-vaporization methods.

Characterization and Properties
CNTs are classified based on structural different into three
categories, namely single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs),
double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWCNTs), and multi-walled
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). There is a high resemblance in the
properties of DWCNTs with SWCNTs. The difference in the structure
dictates the properties of these types of CNTs. SWCNTs can be
observed as one strip of graphene sheet obtained from an infinite
rolled-up sheet (Odom et al. 2002). The initial structures were first
suggested after the proposal of fullerene balls in the early 1990s. The
fabrication of CNTs was carried out by the arc-discharge process,
having iron or cobalt as the catalyst in the reacting chamber.
Subsequently, mixtures contained with nickel and cobalt or
complexes developed from iron-carbon monoxide-acetylene were
considered as catalysts to fabricate SWCNTs in certain processes like
laser vaporization and CVD respectively (Chen et al. 2001). Hydroxyl
groups are also considered for catalysts to fabricate high-purity
SWCNTs (Maruyama et al. 2002). The suppression of the developed
products other than SWCNTs was done using hydroxyl ion for its
etching effect. The structure of MWCNTs is defined as containing
multiple rolled sheets of carbon atoms. Figures 2.2(a) and 2.2(b)
showcases the schematic diagram (Li and Chou 2003) along with its
HR-TEM image (Andrews et al. 1999), for a single layer of an
MWCNT. The behavior of SWCNTs comprises of having a higher
probability of semiconductors due to their higher band gap between
the conducting and insulation layers in SWCNTs in comparison
MWCNTs. Due to the weaker assembly or accumulation of SWCNTs,
their poor solubility in liquids is addressed by fabricating them in an
aligned way (Zhang et al. 2001) via the application of an electric field
with a range between 5 and 10 V applied DC bias voltage. The
MWCNTs are defined to be consisting of multiple sheets of graphene
that re-rolled to form concentric cylindrical tubes. MWCNTs are
preferred over SWCNTs for certain applications as a result of their
formation of better interfacial bonds with the polymer matrix.
MWCNTs form stronger covalent bonds with the matrix due to their
kinetic stability in polar solvents. When insoluble, certain surfactants

like sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and chloroform (Wang 2009) are
used to dissolve the CNTs to dissolve in solvents.

Figure 0.2 (a) Schematic diagram of an MWCNT (Li and Chou 2003). (b)
The HRTEM image of the multi-layered structure of a single MWCNT
(Andrews et al. 1999).

Another advantage of MWCNTs over SWCNTs lies in the
variation of their dispersity in the polar solvents with respect to
variation in the length of the tubes (Li et al. 2005; Saito et al. 2002).
Functionalisation of CNTs is another significant criterion with
decides the final attributes of CNTs. Based on the functionalization
group like–OH, -COOH, the conductive and dispersive properties of
the CNTs varies. The functionalization is done by conducting several
steps, for example, treat in concentrated acid, ozone treatment, etc.
(Kuzmany et al. 2004). Some of the significant works done on CNTs
in terms of different sensing applications are showcased in the
succeeding sections.
Electrochemical Sensors
One of the primary applications for CNT-based sensors is for
electrochemical sensing due to certain advantages of chemical,
electronic and thermal properties in comparison to other conductive
elements (Ahammad et al. 2009; Barsan et al. 2015). Due to their high

hydrophobic nature, high electrical conductivity, high aspect ratio and
resistance of change in its response towards oxygen and light, they
have been largely used to developed ion-selective electrodes (ISE) in
potentiometric sensors. One of the electrochemical sensors (Jin et al.
2016) developed using CNTs includes the coating of SWCNTs using
a conductive poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene) (PEDOT) layer,
leading to the increase in conductivity and electrochemical properties
of the composite layer. The thin conductive layer also protects the
SWCNTs junctions from getting separated.

Figure 0.3 (a) Transmittance spectra of SWCNT/PEDOT film in the 350
to 700 nm region. (b) The resistance changes of SWCNTs@PEDOT/PDMS
film as a function of the bending radius. (c) LED integrated circuits under
0% and 50% tensile strains. (d) A comparison of the resistance changes of
SWCNTs (red line), SWCNTs@PEDOT/PDMS (black line), and
SWCNTs@PEDOT/PDMS films with 30% pre-strain (blue line) as a
function of tensile strains. (e,f) The variation of resistance for the
SWCNTs@PEDOT/PDMS stretchable films in the first and second
stretching cycles (e), and fourth and fiftieth (f) stretching cycles. (Jin et al.
2016).

Figure 0.4 Glucose/pH sensors developed from SWCNTs and PDDA. (a)
The bending of standard 4-inch wafer-level devices. (b) The comparison of
the sensor with a coin (Lee and Cui 2010).

Figure 2.3 depicts the change of the transmittance spectra, the
resistance and LEDs of the composite films with respect to bending
radius, strain and stretching cycles under 0% and 50% strains. It is
seen that the sheet resistance and optical transmittance reduced in the
350-700 nm wavelength regions when there was an increase in the
thickness of the composite film. The sheet resistance and
transmittance of 82 Ω/square and 81.5% respectively were observed
for a thickness of 250 nm of the composite film. The films also
showed excellent flexibility when they were wrapped around
cylinders having curvature diameters between 1 and 26 mm. A strain
of 50% could not change the intensity of light in LED. The
electrochemical properties of CNTs have also been exploited for
developing glucose (Hwa and Subramani 2014; Kaempgen and Roth
2006; Lee and Cui 2010; Lim et al. 2005; Periasamy et al. 2011; Pham
et al. 2010; Qiu et al. 2009) and pH (Chien et al. 2012; Jung et al.
2014; Münzer et al. 2013) sensors. The hydrophobic nature and
curved sidewall of the CNTs with its π-conjugative structure also
creates a strong interaction with aromatic compounds via π-bonding
and hydrophobic interactions, making them a popular choice to be
mixed with polymers to develop nanocomposites. The mixture of
SWCNTs with poly (diallyl dimethyl ammonium chloride) (PDDA)
by layer-by-layer structured manner between two PET coated
electrodes in one of the research works created sensors with p-type

semiconductor materials. These sensors were functionalized with
carboxylic acid (-COOH) groups, followed by employing them for
monitoring glucose having a sensitivity and linear range of 18-45
µA/mN and 2-10 nM respectively and a pH with a range of 5-9 (Lee
and Cui 2010). Figure 2.4 depicts the fabricated wafer and
comparison of sensors between a coin and a single dye.
Strain Sensors
The use of SWCNT papers dispersed in polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) matrix had been done in one of the significant research work
(Zhou et al. 2017b) to fabricate strain sensors. The sensors exhibited
gauge factors of 2×106 and 107 at 10% and 50% strain respectively.
The sensors had low electrical resistance from 5 to 28 Ω, which varied
up to 106 Ω as a result of the cracks in the percolated SWCNT papers.
The change in the SWCNT paper-based sensor having a thickness of
90-μm displayed no change in the resistance values for tests over
10,000 cycles at 20% strain. The employment of CNTs for pressure
sensing has also been done include the fabrication of piezoresistive
sensors (Hwang et al. 2011) via the homogenous mixture of
MWCNTs within PDMS wrapped in poly (3-hexylthiophene)
(P3HT). The change in conductivity of the nanocomposite was
dependent on the concentration of P3HT. The ratio between the
polymer and MWCNTs decided the distance between the MWCNTs
electrodes. The responses of the sensors were optimal for the pressure
ranging between 0 and 0.12 MPa. The use of SWCNTs to develop
piezoresistive sensors has also been done (Chang et al. 2008a) where
the CNTs grown on a silicon substrate was transferred into flexible
substrates to employ them as pressure sensors. The sensors obtained
a strain resolution and a gauge factor of 0.004% and 269 respectively.
The pressure sensors used for tactile sensing has been developed from
a nanocomposite formed with MWCNTs and photocurable monomer
(Vatani et al. 2013). Followed by the uniform dispersion of MWCNTs
and polymer via sonication and magnetic stirring, they were
dispensed onto a polyurethane substrate. The conductive stripes had a
spatial resolution of 2 mm for the cross-section of the developed
device. Fast Fourier transform was used to determine the responses of
the sensor with respect to different forces. A piezoelectric thin-film

sensor had been developed with poly (vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF)
being coated with acid-treated SWCNTs (Yu et al. 2006) to use them
for pressure and strain sensing. -COOH functionalized SWCNTs were
considered to develop sensors to assist their dispersion in water. Other
thin-film pressure sensors were developed with iso-tropically oriented
SWCNTs being deposited on a UV-activated PDMS layer (Lipomi et
al. 2011). These pressure sensors displayed a change in conductivity
up to 2200 cm-1 for maximum pressure and strain of 50 kPa and 150%
from its reference position. The pressure sensors developed from
flexible-CNT-array double helices (CNTADH) were also used for
motion capturing application (Li et al. 2015a). Two CNTs strands
were grown with Lamellar-layered double hydroxides (LDHs) were
used as catalysts to grow two CNTs strands via sonication with a
surfactant in water. The solution was poured and coated with a
thermoplastic elastomer prior to its experimentation as a strain sensor.
The sensors depicted small hysteresis with a maximum measured
pressure of 410% from its reference position. (Amjadi and Park 2015;
Amjadi et al. 2015; Choi et al. 2016; Dai et al. 2015; Ding et al. 2016;
Kanoun et al. 2014; Li et al. 2015a; Lim et al. 2016; Loh et al. 2007;
Michelis et al. 2014; Nakamoto et al. 2015; Park et al. 2008; Park et
al. 2016b; Roh et al. 2015; Sanli et al. 2017; Souri et al. 2015;
Tadakaluru et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2016; Yan et al. 2014; Zhang et
al. 2015a; Zhao et al. 2016a; Zhao et al. 2014; Zhou et al. 2017a) are
some of significant research work done in the past few years on
pressure and strain sensors.
Electrical Sensors
For the use of CNTs in electrical sensors, there has been
prominent work done on certain plastic substrates like PI, PAA to
develop devices like PMOS inverter. A sub-monolayer of SWCNTs
that was developed by CVD on silicon substrates was etched into
strips via soft lithography and used to develop the source, gate, and
drain (Cao et al. 2008). The encapsulation of the source and drain
electrodes were done using a layer of polyamic acid for transferring
the liquid-polyurethane-coated PI. Figures 2.5 (a)-(e) depict steps of
fabrication and working principle of the PMOS inverter. The
architecture of the circuit and its SEM image are shown in Figure 2.5

(a) and (b). The zoomed view of SWCNTs bundles and its current
distribution are shown in Figures 2.5(c) and 2.5(d). The final
transistor and with its associated circuit is shown in Figure 2.5(e). The
normalized on-state current and threshold voltage had standard
deviations of around 20% and 0.05V.

Figure 0.5 PMOS inverter developed from SWCNT/PI (Cao et al. 2008).
Research related to the fabrication of RF analog devices,
optoelectronics and photovoltaic devices based on CNTs has been
done in the last few years (Arnold and Hersam 2013; Jariwala et al.
2013; Yin and Talapin 2013). One of them involves the printing of

the transistors containing SWCNTs, had been done with inversegravure technique on flexible substrates (Lau et al. 2013). The sensor
displayed excellent performance with high mobility and on/off
current ratio of ~9 cm2/ (V s) and 105 respectively. The sensors also
exhibited high bendability with the change in resistance up to 1 mm
of the radius of curvature.
Conclusion and Future work
The work done on some of the CNT-based flexible sensors infers
the success of the use of CNTs as electrodes. Functionalisation has
been done on them with different groups enhance their properties as
per the application. The applications of CNTs, since its discovery, has
been increasing exponentially due to their excellent electrical,
mechanical and thermal properties. Some of the primary areas they
have been utilized are for gas sensing, electronic sensing,
physiological parameter sensing. Continuous research work done on
CNTs increases their chances to be used for applications with
enhanced characteristics. The optimization of the properties of CNTs
can affect the quality of human life by developing more biomedical
devices by increasing the functional groups associated with them.
2.3 Graphene and its Sensor-based Applications
Graphene has been a preferable choice since its
commercialization because of its excellent electrical, mechanical and
thermal properties. Graphene can be described as a single layer of
carbon atoms that are compactly packed to form a 2D honeycomb
crystal-lattice structure (Geim and Novoselov 2007). It is ascribed to
be the basic component of all carbon allotropes, which can be
simultaneously modified into other forms like 0D fullerenes, 1D
CNTs and 3D graphite as depicted in Figure 2.6. Even though the
research done on graphene has been an ongoing process for the last
sixty years, the free-standing 2D model of graphene has been
experimentally proved recently (Novoselov et al. 2005; Wallace
1947). One of the widespread uses of graphene has been its
implementation in batteries and cells as anodes, and also in
supercapacitors as a result of its high strength-to-weight ratio, low

charging time and large surface area. Its uses have also been explored
in certain areas like sensors, biomedical engineering, nanotechnology,
flexible electronics and catalysis due to certain attributes like
distinctive nanopore structure, enhanced electrical, mechanical and
thermal properties. Functionalisation has been done on graphene in
order to reduce the cohesive forces between the graphene molecules
which increases its potential applications due to precise changes in its
physicochemical properties (Capasso et al. 2015; Ferreira et al. 2016;
Liu et al. 2014a; Machado and Serp 2012; Novoselov et al. 2012;
Wang et al. 2012c; Zhao et al. 2016b). Covalent and non-covalent
forms of forms of functionalization are obtained for graphene
molecules when the elements are chemically treated via different
techniques like spin-coating, filtration, layer-by-layer (LBL)
assembly to exert surface modification while maintaining its intrinsic
properties (Kuila et al. 2012).

Figure 0.6 Different forms (0D, 1D, and 3D) of modified graphene (Geim
and Novoselov 2007).

Although a significant amount of research has been done on the
preparation of graphene and its utilization in the form of sensors, a
thorough background study combining all these aspects is yet to be
done. Some of the advantages of graphene-like the very high surfaceto-volume ratio, unique optical properties, high charge carrier
mobility and exceptional electrical and thermal properties compared
to the other allotropes of carbon has led to its inclusion as electrodes
in sensors — these properties as seen to be constant for double and
multi-layered graphene physical structures. With respect to the
differences in the structure and working conditions, the employment
of graphene sensing technology is decided by its application. For
example, certain properties strain sensors like the detection limit,
maximum sensing range, sensitivity, signal response and
reproducibility of their outputs holds a key hold to ascertain the
quality of that sensor. These attributes of the sensor are decided by
the electrical and mechanical characteristics of graphene. For
electrochemical sensing, the large surface of graphene assists in the
loading of the desired biomolecules, causing a reaction between the
analyte molecule and electrode surface because of the high ballistic
transport capability and the very small band gap. Another major
advantage of graphene can be ascribed to its low effects on the
environment, pertaining it to be more popular for sensing applications
(Graphene sensors: introduction and market status ; Pumera 2011).
Tables 2.1 and 2.2 showcases a comparative study between the
performances of some of the electrochemical and strain sensors
fabricated with graphene along with that of Carbon Nanotubes
(CNTs) and silver. It is seen from Table 2.1 that the certain parameters
significant for strain sensing like Gauge Factors (G.F.) and maximum
attainable strain are mostly in the higher range for the graphene-based
sensors. One demerit of these sensors lies in its the variation in the
linearity in their response. For sensors developed with CNTs and
silver, the GFs are much less than the graphene ones, even though
most of them can withstand a high amount of detectable strain. It is
seen from Table 2.2 that the graphene sensors can achieve high
sensitivity with a wider linear range, having similar detection limits
with the other types of sensors.

Table 0.1 Comparison of the different characteristics of strain sensors
where the electrodes are developed with graphene, CNTs, and silver.

Electrode
material

Graphene

Carbon
Nanotubes
(CNTs)

Silver

~106

Max.
attainable
strain (%)
120

103

106.2

29

70

300

15-29

<30
(Tunable
GF)
70

7.1

100

Linear

12.1

410

Linear

0.82

280

Two linear
regions

8.7-62.3

100

Non-linear

0.99

100

Linear

1

150

Linear

0.97

300

Linear

2-14

70

Linear up
to 40%

0.7

50

Linear

Gauge
Factor

Linearity
in the
response
Linear
above 1%
Linear up
to 6%
Linear up
to77%
Linear

Linear

Reference
(Li et al.
2012b)
(Liu et al.
2015)
(Jeong et
al. 2015)
(Zhao et
al. 2012)
(Jeong et
al. 2015)
(Li et al.
2015a)
(Pourasl
et al.
2014)
(Yamada
et al.
2011)
(Roh et al.
2015)
(Cohen et
al. 2012)
(Shin et
al. 2014)
(Cai et al.
2013)
(Amjadi
et al.
2014)
(Yao and
Zhu 2014)

1.07-12.4

100

Non-linear

1

50

1

170

24-95

102

Linear up
to 80%
Linear up
to 60%
Linear

(Hwang et
al. 2015)
(Xu and
Zhu 2012)
(Hu et al.
2013b)
(Takei et
al. 2014)

Table 0.2 Comparison of the different characteristics of electrochemical
sensors where the electrodes are developed with graphene, CNTs and silver.
Electrode
material

0.2

Sensitivity
(μA mM−1
cm−2)
31.2

6.9

266.6

0 - 3.5

0.2

31.2

0.001 - 1.0

1.73

0.085

0.5–3

6.9

266.6

0 - 3.5

21

17.76

70 – 3500

10 ± 2

10 ± 3

0.00129

6.8

0.0001–
10000
1.29 - 12.93

4

0.54

0.2

2596

Limit of
Detection (μM)

Linear
range (mM)
1.0 μM 1 mM

Graphene

Carbon
Nanotubes
(CNTs)

8.0 × 10−6 to
4.5 × 10−4 M
0-1.2

Reference
(Alwarappa
n et al.
2010)
(Wu et al.
2010b)
(Wang et
al. 2011a)
(Razmi and
Mohamma
d-Rezaei
2013)
(Zeng et al.
2011)
(Viry et al.
2007)
(Shao et al.
2010)
(Solanki et
al. 2009)
(Gou et al.
2014)
(Jiang and
Zhang
2010)

29.2

0.0266

0.0001–3.1

10

1043

0.0005 - 7

1200

2.55

0.2

57.5

48 × 10-5–
31 × 10-5
0.2 - 70

Silver

(Kurowska
et al. 2013)
(Lu et al.
2009)
(Song et al.
2010)
(Yin et al.
2011)

Synthesis of Graphene
Optimization on the synthesis of graphene has been carried out
since its invention and commercialization. Some of the common
methods that are wide to fabricate graphene on a large scale are
explained below.
Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD)
An experimental chamber consisting of a heated up quartz-tube
furnace (Zhu et al. 2016) with an inert gas like N2, the deposition
temperature carbonaceous gases of a mixture of Ar-H2-CH4 (Kireev
et al. 2017; Lavin-Lopez et al. 2017; Marchena et al. 2017) are flown
through the screens of varied dimensions like one sq. an inch of NiCu-Co-Pt-Ir-Nu metal that has been positioned inside the furnace. The
gaseous deposition of carbon on the metal at higher temperature forms
a single long atom-thick monolayer/multilayer of graphene for a long
period. The manufacturing process temperature gets reduced via the
used of plasma in the absence of a catalyst in the CVD process (Li et
al. 2016; Woehrl et al. 2014). Synthesis of Graphene via CVD via
using the waste products is proceeded by the placement of certain
sustainable materials like butter, tea tree (Melaleuca alternifoliate)
extraction, waste plastic (solid form), camphor (C10H16O)
(with/without iodine), Ni-Cu metal foils, polycrystalline Ni in an
atmosphere containing Ar+H2, H2 and Ar at normal or ambient
pressure, where the temperature is increased with the presence of RF
power for a certain period. Table 2.3 showcases a summary of some
of the specific conditions for the preparation of graphene using CVD,
mechanical exfoliation and Hummer’s method.

Table 0.3 Summary of some of the selected conditions of preparation of
graphene using different methods.
Technique

Gas
source/Reducing
agent

Temperature
(0C)

SWPCVD
MWCVD

CH4: Ar: H2

300−400

MWCVD

450−750

LPCVD

CH4

1000

APCVD

CH4: H2: Ar

960-970

LPCVD

CH4: H2: Ar

900

ME

-

25

ME

-

25

ME

-

25
-

ME

1000

Substrate

Cu, Al

(Kim et al.
2011a)
Ni
(Kim et al.
2011b)
Cu
(Lee et al.
2010)
Ni
(Park et al.
2010)
Ni, Cu on (Losurdo et
SiO2/Si
al. 2011)
SiC
(Rao et al.
2009)
Si
(Novoselov
et al. 2004)
HOPG
(Huc et al.
crystal
2008)
NaCl
(Li et al.
crystallites 2008)
(Chen et al.
2013b)
(Zaaba et
al. 2017)

HM

KMnO4, H2SO4

20

HM

KMnO4, H2SO4,
H2SO4, and
H3PO4
NaNO3, H2SO4

25

0

-

NaNO3, KMnO4,
H2SO4

150

-

HM
HM






Reference

(Wu et al.
2009)
(Chen and
Yan 2010)

SWP CVD- Surface Wave Plasma Chemical Vapour
Deposition
MW CVD- Micro Wave Plasma Chemical Vapour
Deposition
LP CVD- Low-Pressure Chemical Vapour Deposition
AP CVD- Atmospheric Pressure Chemical Vapour
Deposition




ME- Mechanical Exfoliation
HM- Hummer’s Method

Mechanical Exfoliation
Sticky traps are used primarily in this method to cause an
adhesion the graphite crystals or graphite flakes (Geim 2011). The
tape causes entrapment of graphite layers where the former is
repeatedly peeled off and observed under the microscope over a long
period to obtain the graphene layer. The repetition of the experiments
is done with an oxidized silicon wafer that can be compared to the
rubbing of graphite pencil the between two terminals of a lead (MasBalleste et al. 2011). Even though this technique does produce
graphite, (Power of graphene activity), it is not considered favorable
for the mass-scale production in industrial scenarios (Yi and Shen
2015).
Hummer’s Method
Graphite can be considered to be the most significant constituent
during the low-cost Hummer’s process (Chen et al. 2013b).
Researchers over the past few years have tried to develop techniques
to generate graphite powder from waste products (Ruan et al. 2011).
One of such processes involves the grounding of the zinc-carbon
batteries (Roy et al. 2016) into graphite powder prior to being
subjected to the washing for removal of impurities and being treated
with a mixture of a solution of HCl and HNO3 at a ratio of 3:1. The
solution is further exerted to high heating, centrifugation, treatment
with water, and finally drying at a high temperature for a certain
period of time.
In a similar process where bagasse or waste sugar cane are finely
grounded and mixed with ferrocene, they are passed through a furnace
in a crucible for 10 minutes to yield graphite powder. The modified
Hummer’s method abolishes the utilization of NaNO3. This process
involves the mixing and stirring of H2SO4 and H3PO4 at a ratio of 9:1
(Somanathan et al. 2015; Zaaba et al. 2017). The stirring process
involves the addition of graphite powder and KMnO4 to reduce the
suspension temperature. The stirring process is continued for 6 hours

till the color of the solution changes to dark green. The H2O2containing mixture is stirred for a short time, where the excess heat
produced in the reaction is left for cooling in an ice bath. HCl and
deionized (DI) water are then added to the mixture to remove the
metal ions and subsequently centrifuge it at high speed for a short
time. The remaining particles are washed with HCl and DI three time
prior to its subjection to intense heat in reacting oven for a long period
to generate Graphene oxide (GO) in the powdered form. The obtained
powder is then mixed with water, followed by its subjecting it to
ultrasonication for a certain amount of time. The sulphur-laced
reducing agent (NaHSO3, Na2S.9H20, SO2) is then added at very small
quantities to the mixture at high temperature with low, stirring speed
for a long time. The mixture is then filtered and washed multiple
times, followed by dry freezing to obtain powdered black graphene.
The quality of the obtained graphite oxide, graphene oxide and
graphene can be studied via different characterizing techniques like
X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier-transform infrared spectrum
(FTIR), Ultraviolet-visible (UV–vis) spectroscopy, SEM, TEM, and
Raman spectra. The obtained multiple graphene layers were
chemically cleaning and treated with ultrasound in an N2 environment
at a low temperature. Graphene is generated with a spin coating of
coal-tar pitch (CTP) on silicon is done, and subsequently annealed
with a Ni layer at a higher temperature, low vacuum and normal
ambiance conditions (Chen et al. 2010; Seo et al. 2015).
Characterization and Properties
Semi-metallic graphene can be characterized by the arrangement
of one-atom-thick carbon atoms that are hexagonal covalently bonded
and arranged together in a honeycomb lattice structure (Kim et al.
2015; You et al. 2015). Three of the four carbon atoms exhibit sp2
hybridization where a trigonal system is formed with sigma bonds
having high bonding energy and bond length of ~5.9 eV and 1.42 Å
respectively.

Figure 0.7 Schematic diagram of the structure of graphene represented in
the form of a Honeycomb lattice and its Brillouin zone (Neto et al. 2009).

Figure 0.8 Electronic dispersion of the honeycomb lattice in terms of
(zoomed in) the energy spectrum of finite values (Fuchs and Goerbig 2008;
Neto et al. 2009).

The half-filled lone p-orbital forms π bonds with its adjacent
carbon atoms (Bonaccorso et al. 2010; Fuchs and Goerbig 2008). The
slippery graphene sheets are having a thickness of one atom with a
stacking structure to form the graphite 3D structure. The sheets are
confined together by weak Van der Waal’s forces whereas its slippery
nature can be ascribed to the presence of the vibrational phonons, that
also happen to be present in 3D solids. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show the

pictorial diagram of the honeycomb lattice structure of graphene and
its electron dispersion process in a defined energy spectrum
respectively. Equations 2.1 to 2.10 shown below determines the
energy distribution spectrum for the honeycomb lattice structure of
graphene.
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The Hamiltonian has magnitude:
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Energy bands have the magnitude:
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where f(k) is represented by:
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The Density of states (DOS) is given by

(2.8)
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The values of Z1 and Z0 vary for different intervals. The DOS near
the Dirac point has the magnitude:
2𝐴𝑐 |𝐸|
(2.10)
𝜌(𝐸) =
2
𝜋 𝑣𝐹
The massless Dirac fermions exhibit a unique characteristic of
graphene, traveling at speed (≈106 m/s) that is less than that of light.
These fermions are not affected by any external electrostatic
potentials and exhibit Klein Paradox. They also exhibit integer
quantum Hall effect through which the chances of electrons crossing
a potential barrier is always one (Bolotin et al. 2008; Neto et al. 2009;
Sattari 2015). The incident Dirac electrons do not get reflected and
propagate with an efficiency of 100%, in cases where the internal
scattering phenomenon and symmetrical aspects of carbon atoms are
being neglected. Even though there is a dependency on the barrier
speed for the chances of reflection at angles greater than zero degrees,
these fermions are affected by the presence of localized electrons that
leads to the jittery attributes. The electrons and holes exhibit an
inverse relationship in terms of velocity and momentum. The photons,
and electrons looking for a hole to exhibit an image on the screen.
The overlapping of quasiparticles with the Quasi-holes of another
band takes place with a certain condition of the increased distance
between the superconducting distances in comparison to the distances
between the Dirac and Fermi energies. The high electrical
conductivity (~1.0*108 S/m), high melting point (4510 K), high
thermal conductivity (2000-4000 W m-1 K-1, 5000 W/m K), highest
current density (~1.6*109 A/cm2) and high electron mobility
(200,000 cm2V-1s-1 at electron density ~2*1011 cm-2) of graphene
imparts to its uses in electrochemical, strain and electrical sensing,

that are discussed in detail in a later part of the chapter (Huang et al.
2016; Pop et al. 2012; Xu and Gao 2015). The chiral nature of
graphene is shown by three geometries namely straight, armchair and
zigzag. Among them, the zigzag geometry is in higher control of the
states and resonances. Table 2.4 showcases a comparative study on
the magnitudes of the tensile strength, shear modulus, and Poisson’s
ratio varies for the three chiral geometries (Sakhaee-Pour 2009).
The tensile strength of steel is less (Donaldson 2017) than for
graphene (~130 GPa) (Xu and Gao 2015), which can be exploited in
certain structural engineering applications like airplane composites
(Use of graphene in planes). The elastic property of graphene is such
dictates the declination of the change in its properties till a 20%
increase of its length (Biron 2012). Having a very high surface area
(~2600 m2/gm) can increase the potential of graphene to contribute
to fire-fighting appliances (Zhou et al. 2016).
Table 0.4 Comparison between the geometrical patterns of the singlelayered graphene sheets (Sakhaee-Pour 2009).
Shear
Modulus
(TPa)
0.213

Poisson’s
Ratio

4.184

Young’s
modulus
(TPa)
1.040

6.153

4.263

1.042

0.228

1.285

4.713

3.256

0.992

0.233

1.129

Geometry

a(nm)

b(nm)

Zigzag

6.395

Armchair
Chiral

1.441

The characteristics of graphene were studied via different
techniques like XRD, FTIR, Ultraviolet-visible (UV–vis)
spectroscopy, SEM, TEM, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS). The XRD was used to determine the phase and structure of the
fabrication samples. In (Rasool et al. 2011), the diffraction peak
acquired at 2θ = 10.2o for the graphene-CdS nanocomposites referred
to the (0 0 1) reflection of graphite oxide. The peaks obtained for the
tested samples are correlated to the specific compound under
consideration. The alignments of graphene that were grown on
different substrates were studied with XRD, to determine the

crystallographic directions. The nanocomposites had diffraction
peaks and d- spacing higher than that of the pure material, which was
caused due to random positioning of the nano-fillers inside the
polymer matrix. The peak and spacing values obtained shows a very
good indication of the degree of dispersion of the nan-fillers in the
polymer matrix. The SEM and TEM images are also studied by
positioning a section of the composite in an illuminated area at
different angles to determine the characteristics of developed sensors
in the nanoscale domain. Different types of TEM like HighResolution TEM (HRTEM) and Dark-Field TEM (DFM) that
depended on the resolution of the nano-fillers are studied to
understand the attributes of the material. The top and cross-sectional
views of the SEM images of the sensor are other potential parameters
that are studied to determine the dispersion of the fillers (Jiang et al.
2010a). The FTIR studied for the graphene-based nanocomposites
obtains distinct ranges of wave numbers as a function of transmittance
to determine the elements present in the nanocomposites. The
stretching and deformation variations of the functional groups bonded
to graphene are primarily studied with this technique. The absorption
bands in relation to the transmittance vary according to the functional
groups bonded to graphene in the nanocomposite. The peaks of the
different bands in FTIR are also analyzed to determine the vibrations
of the adsorbed molecules on graphene. A comparison between the
developed nanocomposite and pure graphene is made to determine the
stretching vibrations of C-O, C=O and COOH and deformation
vibrations of C-O-H groups. The constituents of the raw materials are
varied depending on the wave numbers to enhance the characteristics
of the developed sensors. UV-vis spectroscopy is also studied in terms
of absorption spectra with the change in wavelength to determine the
peaks corresponding to the graphene present in the compound.
Distinct ranges of absorption spectrum are analyzed in UV-vis
spectroscopy via a spectrophotometer to analyse the π-bonding
between the carbon atoms. The degree of coupling happening
between the individual elements of the compound decides the
differentiation of the absorption peaks. XPS is used to determine the
surface compositions of a definite sample. The peaks obtained in XPS
determines the binding energy between graphene and the
corresponding substrate. The binding energies in XPS are ascribed to

the bonding of carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen with other carbon atoms
(Chaiyakun et al. 2012; Song et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2008).
The use of graphene sensors for electrochemical, strain and
electrical sensing has been addressed in the preceding sections. The
reasons for the choice of graphene for these applications is because of
its less electrical noise and crystal defects in comparison to the
conventional sensing materials, can be operated with simpler
techniques than conventional methods (Yavari and Koratkar 2012),
robustness, high flexibility, and high electrical conductivity. Among
electrochemical sensing, graphene is used for developing sensors for
the detection of hazardous substances like hydrazine and selective
detection of haemoglobin, adenine dinucleotide and biomolecules like
ascorbic acid, uric acid (Sheng et al. 2012; Sun et al. 2011; Wang et
al. 2010a; Wang et al. 2012b; Wang et al. 2014c), where
nanocomposites had been formed by mixing pure graphene with other
materials, like Platinum (Pt) and TiO2, to enhance the sensitivity and
detection capability of the sensor. When the sensor is subjected to any
gas in low concentrations, then cause an immediate effect on its
charge concentration. This difference causes a corresponding change
in the conductivity of the graphene electrodes (Kona 2012), which
assists in interpreting the nature of the gas molecules. The graphenebased chemical sensors are manufactured cheaply with the use of
acrylic plastic as a substrate that avoids the e-beam lithography and
other sophisticated techniques of lithography which reduces the
manufacturing cost and time. A graphene-based electrochemical
sensor involving a dual channel of inlet gas and analyte gas has a
small switching time. Another advantage is the wearable nature of the
sensors which operates at normal atmospheric pressure and room
temperature. The unique relationship between the mechanical and
electronic properties of graphene has also assisted in its use for strain
sensing. Due to its high robustness because of the high mechanical
stiffness of around 1 TPa and an intrinsic breaking strength of 130
GPa, it is used for strain-sensing keeping in view of its electronic
properties like the high velocity of electrons (1/100 velocity of light)
and a zero-bandgap. Some of the graphene-based strain sensors
contain graphene in different forms like rGO, mixed with polymers
like PDMS to achieve highly elasticity with gauge factors as high as
630. Other properties like carrier mobility and electron transfer rate

of graphene are also very high at room temperature as a result of to its
large surface-to-volume ratio (Gan and Hu 2011; Jing et al. 2013;
Tang et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2014b). Certain phenomena like Hall
Effect and Klein tunneling also takes place due to its unique structure.

Figure 0.9 Schematic diagram of the sensing mechanisms of graphenebased (a) electrochemical (b) strain (c) electrical sensors.

Due to these characteristics of graphene, a lot of research work
has been going on for the last decade, especially in the areas of
photonics and optoelectronics. Optical modulators with a modulating
capability of frequencies over 1 GHz of guided light have been
developed by tuning the Fermi levels of graphene sheets. The high

carrier saturation velocity and insensitivity of its response towards
temperature variations have led it to find varied applications in
infrared imaging and optical communications. Graphene has also
been enlisted to develop ultrafast fiber lasers by integrating it into
different configurations and without affecting its alignment (Avouris
and Xia 2012; Liu et al. 2011; Martinez and Sun 2013; Mueller et al.
2010). A high output power gain has been achieved with these lasers
operating at a wavelength of 2 microns. Figures 2.9(a) - 2.9(c) show
the sensing mechanisms for the three different applications using
graphene-based sensors. It exhibits magnificent electrochemical
properties like a large potential window and a low charge-transfer
resistance.
The electrochemical activity of different biomolecules using
graphene is assisted by its high charge-carrying capability and super
electrical conductance (Wu et al. 2013). In the case of strain sensing,
the use of graphene as electrodes is highly favorable due to their
highest in-plane electrical conductivity and Young’s Modulus
(around 1 TPa for ideal graphene) which gives it high elastic stiffness
and strength. The structural strength and load transfer capabilities of
graphene allow it to be intertwined with other conductive materials
like CNTs and polymers like PDMS, PMMA to improve the latter’s
ability to withstand large cyclic strains of over 50% without
influencing the sensitivity, response, and durability. Due to its
excellent conductive and elastic properties, researchers have tried to
develop buckling effects of graphene with different forms like ribbons
and nano-sheets (Pradhan and Murmu 2009; Raju et al. 2014; Shi et
al. 2016; Wang et al. 2015b; Wang et al. 2011b; Xu et al. 2014). Some
of the attributes which caused the use of graphene in electrical sensors
are its low resistivity, environmental stability, low signal-to-noise
ratio, the effective shift of the Dirac voltage, strong absorption of
surface acoustic waves over a wide frequency range, and the Hall
Effect. The ability to display both metallic and semi-conductive
behavior as a single material allowed its extensive use in thin-film
transistors. It can show largely on-device currents at very low voltages
(Kim et al. 2012a; Rumyantsev et al. 2012).

Electrochemical Sensors
Some of the reasons like a wide range of electrochemical
potential, fast electron transfer rate and high redox peaks with linear
cathodic and anodic currents, has increased the potential chances of
graphene and its oxidized form (GO) to be used as electrochemical
sensors. The modifications done on graphene sheets with different
methods like electrodeposition, polymerization and electrochemical
doping, can lead to the development of composite materials for
electrochemical sensing purposes. The high detection capability of
graphene makes it capable of combining with redox enzymes on the
electrode surface via processes like wiring technique as shown in
Figure 2.10 (Chakrabarti et al. 2013; Lawal 2015), for certain directelectron-transfer (DET) reactions. A range of enzymatic reactions
have been performed using graphene, where it has been conjugated
with different materials like Chitosan, gold (AuNP) and platinum
nanoparticles (PtNP), Iron oxides, and PVDF to form nanocomposites
on the sensing surface of glucose, cholesterol, and haemoglobin
sensors (Dey and Raj 2010; Dey and Raj 2013; He et al. 2011; Kang
et al. 2009; Shan et al. 2009; Wu et al. 2010a; Xu et al. 2013).
Graphene has been modified via combination with different
nanoparticles in its pure, oxide and bio-composite forms, to develop
glucose sensors (Liu et al. 2013; Luo et al. 2012; Lv et al. 2012;
Unnikrishnan et al. 2013; Yuan et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2012).
Graphene-based sensors for cholesterol sensing has been done
with the development of bio-composites with different polymers.
Graphene has also been used for immuno-sensing, where it has been
used as both a label bearer and a non-label bearer element to detect
antigen-antibody recognition sites. While using graphene as a label
bearer, it was employed in conjugation with antibodies to form large
electroactive molecules (Akhavan et al. 2011; Du et al. 2010; Li et al.
2015b; Zhang et al. 2013). For non-label bearing, graphene was
deployed on the surface of the electrode to detect the labels like DNA
sensing, where the DNA sequences or the mutated genes are
diagnosed with the developed sensors. Even though the label-free
sensing has been done for the detection of DNA hybridization for
some of the electrical sensing, most of the graphene sensors used

biomolecular enzymes like ssDNA, RNA and aptamers (Bo et al.
2011; Chen et al. 2013c; Dong et al. 2012; Hu et al. 2011).

Figure 0.10 Different protein molecules being wired by graphene on the
glassy carbon electrode (Lawal 2015).

The differences between these two types of sensors are based on
their limit of detection (LOD) and operating range. The use of
chemically reduced graphene oxide (CrGO) in a modified glassy
carbon electrode (GCE) has been done in one of the works (Zhou et
al. 2009), where the detection of four free bases of DNA was done
concurrently, showing enhanced results in comparison to graphenemodified GCE. This establishment assisted in the detection of the four
bases for both single and double-stranded DNA by avoiding the
requirement of a pre-hydrolysis step. Another advantage of graphene
includes its fast electron transfer rate and high electrocatalytic causing
it to be used for the detection of smaller biomolecules like uric acid,
ascorbic acid, and dopamine. The significance of the precise

concentration of dopamine in the human body led the researchers to
work on it in the presence of other acids. For the work done with
graphene-modified GCE (Gao et al. 2013; Li et al. 2013; Sheng et al.
2012; Yang et al. 2014), the sensors exhibited a prominent linear
range and LOD with the stability of their outputs degrading with time.
The higher electron mobility and the wide electrical window of
graphene led it to be used for the detection of biomolecules
(Matsumoto et al. 2014). Graphene Field-Effect Transistors (GFETs),
has also been successful as a biosensing device to reduce the
fabrication cost and response time because of their high sensitivity.
The gate current of GFETs increases with the presence of any
biomolecule, subsequently changing the drain current. Two
parameters that are critically analyzed for GFETs in biosensing
applications are the Debye length and proper functionalization of the
receptor developed with a single layer of graphene, that is used for the
specific detection of the targeted molecules. Detection of hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) with graphene-based sensors is another sector where
work has been done involving intrinsic, and N-doped graphene forms
had exhibited excellent electrocatalytic response towards H2O2 (Ju
and Chen 2015; Khatayevich et al. 2014; Ohno et al. 2010;
Palanisamy et al. 2012; Ye et al. 2012). The N-graphene form has
displayed a better response because of the presence of nitrogen and
oxygen functional groups alongside structural defects. Figure 2.11
depicts a pictorial description of work done to detect H2O2 by a onestep approach (Mercante et al. 2017) via forming a nanocomposite by
mixing poly (3, 4-ethylene dioxythiophene) - poly (styrene sulfonate)
(PEDOT: PSS) with gold nanoparticles and rGO. The assembling of
the nanocomposite was done on the electrode prior to being
functionalized with horseradish peroxide (HRP) for detecting H2O2.
The sensor exhibited a high sensitivity of 677 μA mM−1 cm−2 with a
linear range of 5-400 µM and LOD of 0.08 µM. Table 2.5 shown a
comparative study of some of the techniques used to fabricate the
graphene-based electrochemical sensors along with their linear range
and LOD.

Figure 0.11 (a) One-step approach to the formation of an H2O2 sensor with
PEDOT: PSS and AuNP and rGO. (b) Functionalisation of the formed
nanocomposite with HRP for detection purposes (Mercante et al. 2017).

Table 0.5 Summary of the graphene-based electrochemical sensors
depicting the differences between the responses concerning the materials
and techniques used to develop the sensors.
Material (with
graphene)
Copper
Nickel oxide

Technique
Hummer’s
method
Hummer’s
method

Linear
Range
(µM)
0- 4.5

Limit of
Detection
(µM)
0.5

0.0005–
3000

1.73

Zinc oxide

Electrodeposition

0.02
22.48

- 0.02

Carbon Nanospheres
Cerium oxide

Screen
printing
Oxidation

0.05 - 6

0.02

12 - 7200

4

Ref
(Luo et al.
2012)
(Razmi and
Mohammad
-Rezaei
2013)
(Palanisam
y et al.
2012)
(Du et al.
2010)
(Zhang et
al. 2013)

Strain Sensors
The use of graphene for developing strain sensors has proved to
be an excellent candidate due to the shift in the Dirac cones and
reduction of the Fermi velocity. The usefulness of this magnetic field
lies in its capability to analyze the changes in the electronic structure
during the induced-strain. The gauge factor (G.F.) is an important
parameter in strain sensing which calculates the electric shift based
on the mechanical deformations of different sensors. As the graphenebased sensors involve a range of materials combined to fabricate
them, the change in resistance to the change in length caused by the
induced strain decides the amount of strain for the material. Some of
the strain sensors having a high G.F. employs graphene composites
(Boland et al. 2014; Hempel et al. 2012).

Figure 0.12 (a) PDMS-based strain sensor developed with graphene on
Ni/Si/SiO2 film (Bae et al. 2013). (b) Flexible graphene-PET strain sensor
developed by drop-casting graphene oxide film to laser write the
interdigitate circuit (Tian et al. 2014). (c) Development of a reduced
graphene oxide/polyimide nanocomposite to form strain sensors by mixing,
freezing and thermal annealing with polyamic acid (Qin et al. 2015).

The amount of relative strain is higher when it is applied in
parallel to the C-C bonds as compared to its application which is

perpendicular to the C-C bonds because of a higher increase in the
band gap. A lot of research groups work on developing the graphene
thin-films on polymer substrates like PDMS, PET, and PI (Bae et al.
2013; Qin et al. 2015; Tian et al. 2014), obtaining a piezoresistive
effect by exerting a non-monotonic change in the electrical resistance
with the induced strain. Figures 2.12(a) – 2.12(c) depicts three
different types of strain sensors fabricated with PDMS, PET, and PI
done via different techniques like photolithography, drop-casting, and
thermal annealing processes respectively.
Strain sensors have largely been employed for different
applications like healthcare, where they have been associated with
gloves, skin, and organs to monitor physiological parameters. Very
high values in the G.F., electrical conductivity and relative strain for
the graphene-based sensors have been reported up to 269, 2200 S/cm
and 540% respectively. Other works including the fabrication and
implementation of a strain sensor for sound-signal acquisition and
recognition device (Chang et al. 2008a; Lipomi et al. 2011; Ryu et al.
2015; Trung and Lee 2016; Viventi et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2015c;
Xu et al. 2011; Zhou et al. 2017b). The sensor prototypes were also
designed on fabric (GWF) by weaving graphene with PDMS, and
subsequently placing them on the muscle of a throat to analyze the
changes in output with respect to the movement of the throat muscles.
The response of the sensor for every English phoneme was analysed
to determine the differences in the output via trying out different
words to validate the functionality of the developed sensor. Other
significant research works reported on strain sensing involves G.F.
factor up to ~105. Graphene was also used in the form of nano-papers,
to develop strain sensors (Li et al. 2012a; Li et al. 2012b; Yan et al.
2014) to detect human movements. Figure 2.13 depicts the schematic
diagram of the steps of fabrication for the nano-cellulose based sensor
patches. Mixing of crumpled graphene and nano-cellulose fibril was
done at a weight ratio of 1:1 on a polycarbonate membrane, and
subsequently filtrated of the embedded nanocomposite to peel off the
thin film and impregnate with PDMS to form the stretchable nanopapers. The motion of the fingers led to a 3D movement of the sensor
exerting to a maximum strain exceeding 50%. Table 2.6 shows a
comparative study of some of the techniques used to fabricate the

strain sensors with graphene electrodes along with the maximum
exerted strain percent and G.F.

Figure 0.13 Schematic diagram of the formation of stretchable graphene
nano-papers (Yan et al. 2014).

Table 0.6 Summary of graphene-based strain sensors based on the
materials and techniques used to differentiate between the gauge factor and
maximum strain.
Material (with
graphene)

Technique

Gauge
factor

Maximum
Strain (%)

PDMS

CVD

14

7.1

PET

Drop
casting

9.49

7.5

PDMS

CVD

10^6

7

(Li et al.
2012b)

Nano-graphene
films

RPECVD

300

0.37

(Wang et
al. 2015c)

Graphene
oxide

Hummer’s
method

7.1

100

(Yan et al.
2014)

Reference
(Bae et al.
2013)
(Tian et al.
2014)

Electrical Sensors
The utilization of graphene for electrical and electronic
applications has been comparatively lesser than that of the other
applications. Graphene has been largely used to develop transistors
for biomolecular applications. Other electrical applications for
graphene-based sensors include temperature sensing, photodetectors
and RF applications (Banadaki et al. 2014; Cohen-Karni et al. 2010;
Li et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2012a). Graphene has been employed in
the form of nanoribbons, nanowires and nanoparticle arrays. Among
the photodetectors, the GFETs operate in the terahertz, IR, visible and
UV ranges (Amirmazlaghani et al. 2013; Bonaccorso et al. 2010;
Koppens et al. 2014; Vicarelli et al. 2012). Graphene transistors have
been fabricated on flexible substrates like PI, flexible glass, Kapton,
Polyethylene Naphthalate (PEN), that were attached to the rigid
substrates while gelling with the interfacing material like SiO2 and
PDMS (Cheng et al. 2014; Park et al. 2016a; Petrone et al. 2015; Wei
et al. 2016; Xiang et al. 2016). The flexible substrates are exerted via
spin coating and baking process on rigid substrates. The gate and
metal contacts of different compositions like (Au (100 nm) / Ti (10
nm), Au (38 nm) / Ti (2 nm), Au, Al (40 nm) / Ni (50 nm) /Au (300
nm), Cr (1 nm) / Au (60%) – Pd (40%) alloy (20 nm)) [38-42] have
been tried on by using certain techniques E-beam, photolithography,
and inkjet printing, followed by using plasma etching in an
atmosphere of O2 at specified conditions (300 W/5 mbar/5 minutes)
at room temperature. The graphene was washed and transferred after
being developed with the CVD or other processes like inkjet printing,
over the transistor’s length for the gate dielectric developed with
HfO2, nanoscale polyimide, and Al2O3. The graphene was used to
form the channel to cover the contact materials. The fabricated
graphene transistor had varying gate length, channel width, and
channel length, which was subsequently removed via mechanical
peeling of the flexible substrate or using acetone to dissolve the
flexible substrate. Figure 2.14 depicts the schematic diagram of the
steps of fabrication of graphene-based transistors in different views
(Zaaba et al. 2017). The combination of the nanowire field-effect
transistors (NW-FETs) and GFETs interface efficiently with the
electrogenic cells that exhibit in a high sensitivity towards cell

membranes (Cohen-Karni et al. 2010). Graphene in electrical sensors
has also been used in lithium-ion batteries, photodetectors, inverters,
and optoelectronics, wherein batteries, they have formed clusters with
lithium or primarily by forming hybrids with other compounds.
Different compounds like Mn3O4 and Fe3O4 were mixed with
modified graphene-like rGO sheets and graphene nanosheets
respectively to form the conductive part of the batteries (Hu et al.
2013a; Wang et al. 2010b; Zhou et al. 2010).

Figure 0.14 Graphene transistors on flexible substrate shown in 3-D (a),
Optical (b), cross-sectional (c) and AFM (d) images [39].

The hybrid materials created with a range of compounds assisted
with a quicker charging and discharging capability in comparison to
conventional lithium-ion batteries. Pure graphene was considered to
dope it with materials like boron and nitrogen to enhance the power,
energy storage and discharging capacity of the batteries. Other
advantages of including graphene to fabricate batteries are its low cost

and lightweight. Graphene has also been considered for
photodetection applications like optical modulators and plasmonic
devices. (Grigorenko et al. 2012; Koppens et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2012;
Reddy et al. 2010; Wu et al. 2011b). The photodetectors are having
the ability to generate a material that converts most of the spectrum
have been fabricated using graphene, where a large spectrum was
detected with high sensitivity towards any polarised angle.
Table 0.7 Summary of graphene-based electrical sensors based on the
materials and technique used to compromise between the maximum strain
and electron mobility (Jang et al. 2016).
Material (with
graphene)

Technique

Electron
mobility
(cm2V-1s-1)

Maximum
Strain (%)

Al2O3

CVD

190

0.62

Ion gel

Aerosol jet
printing

422

5

Graphene
oxide

Langmuir−
Blodgett

4.1

3.5

(Lee et al.
2012)

PMMA

Electron
beam
lithography

8

1.2

(Meng et
al. 2015)

Boron nitride

Mechanical
exfoliation

60000

-

(Dean et al.
2010)

Reference

(Lu et al.
2012)
(Lee et al.
2011)

The excellent transport properties of graphene having a high
speed of 10 GB/sec and very high bandwidth of >500 GHz has also
been achieved. It can be used to fabricate photodetectors that are
CMOS compatible and can perform their operation over all the fiberoptic communication bands (Graphene photodetector enhanced by
fractal golden 'snowflake' ; Pospischil et al. 2013; Xia et al. 2009).
Table 2.7 showcases a summary of some of the graphene-based

transistors with their corresponding strain and electron mobility (Jang
et al. 2016). Work has also been done on the use of graphene-based
electrical sensors for biomolecular, physical and chemical sensing
(Zhan et al. 2014) due to the simplicity in the design, ease of mass
production and the capability to capture and amplify the output
signals. The physical sensors were also developed with graphene
electrodes in phototransistors and thermal transistors. The unimpeded
transmission of the carriers in GFETs due to the very small band gap
makes them a favorable choice for phototransistors (Nair et al. 2008;
Wang et al. 2008). Some of the advantages like the high mobility of
the charge carriers, ultrafast photodetectors have also been fabricated
with graphene with a different number of layers. The highest photoresponsivity has not been very high for the graphene photodetectors
has been of ∼1 × 107 AW−1 with the response rate values and optical
data links being higher than 20 GHz and 12 GBits/sec respectively.
The thermal transistors fabricated with graphene sometimes has an
additive layer to enhance its stability during its protection from
oxidation and water. Some researchers worked on the amalgamation
of the certain attributes of graphene to develop Field-Effect
Transistors (FETs) having some of the mechanical features like high
strain-sensing capabilities (Konstantatos et al. 2012; Trung et al.
2014; Trung et al. 2012).
The electrical sensing fields using GFETs has been employed for
studying different metallic ions in different solutions. The detection
of some of the heavy metal ions like cadmium, lead, mercury has been
done at low concentrations of a few nano-molar ranges using GFETs.
The detection of some of the commonly used ions like calcium,
potassium, hydrogen has also been done via non-covalent
functionalization of the electrodes with the analyte ions. The other
applications of GFETs in chemical sensing involve the sensing of pH
and a range of gasses like ammonia, nitrogen dioxide, and other
inorganic gases. Graphene has been synthesized on different
substrates like Silicon Carbide (SiC), poly (ethylene 2, 6-naphthalene
dicarboxylate), and shifted using the mechanical transfer to flexible
substrates. Some of the research for gas sensing as depicted below
shows very low detectable concentrations as ppb at different gate
voltages. Table 2.8 showcases an overview for some of the selected
work done on chemical sensing using GFETs. It displays the type of

substrate that was used to grow graphene, the measurand, the range of
gate voltages and the lowest detectable concentration.
Table 0.8 Comparison between the different parameters for the chemical
sensing done by GFETs.
Type of
substrate

Detected
material

Gate voltage
(V)

Cu

NH3, CO2

>1

N-type silicon
wafer
Cu

NO2, NH3

-5 to 5

Detectable
concentration/
Range of
detection
30 ppm, 4000
ppm
10 ppm, 50 ppm

NH3

15

50 ppm

H2

0

1 ppm

NO2, Cl2

0

550 ppb

SiO2, poly
(ethylene 2,6naphthalenedicarboxylate)
SiC/silicon

pH

>0.5

Neutral to
Acidic

pH

-1 to 1

4.3 - 7

SiO2 layer
(Degenerately
doped silicon
wafer)
SiO2/Si

pH

-0.1 to 0.1

4 – 9.3

pH

-0.8 to 0.8

6–9

SiO2/Si
SiO2 layer

Scotch tape,
SiO2
layer
Silicone
rubber/Glass

pH

Gate free
chemiresistor

4–10

Pb2+

0-1

0.02 g/L

Referenc
e

(Inaba et
al. 2013)
(Kim et
al. 2012b)
(Gautam
and
Jayatissa
2012)
(Zhang et
al. 2015b)
(Rumyant
sev et al.
2012)
(MaillyGiacchetti
et al.
2013)
(Ang et
al. 2008)
(Ohno et
al. 2009)

(Sohn et
al. 2013)
(Lei et al.
2011)
(Wen et
al. 2013)

Glass

pH

-0.2 to 0.4

3 - 10

SiO2/ Adhesive
tape

K+

-0.3 to 0.3

10 nM - 1.0 mM

SiO2

Hg2+

-20 to 20

1 nM

PDMS

Ca2+

–0.6 to 0.6

1 μM

(Fu et al.
2013)
(Maehash
i et al.
2013)
(Zhang et
al. 2010)
(Sudibya
et al.
2011)

Challenges with the Current Sensors
Even though there has a significant amount of research work done
on graphene-based sensors, there are still some existing challenges
that need to be rectified at the basic level. The synthesis of graphene
is a complicated and expensive process which requires a significant
amount of time to generate a high-quality product. Some of the
laboratory-based techniques to synthesize low-cost graphene are yet
to be commercialized. The use of some of the catalysts during the
synthesis of graphene increases its toxicity after its production
(Akhavan and Ghaderi 2010), which eventually reduces its potential
to be used for biomedical applications. This can also be rectified
during its synthesis process. The nanocomposites formed with
graphene to form the conductive part of the sensors degrade the
intrinsic properties of the material. For example, there is a drastic
reduction in the electrical conductivity of the composite (in terms of
103) in comparison to pure graphene. This is pivotal for applications
demanding high conductivity of the electrodes. Secondly, the thermal
stability also reduced for nanocomposites as a result of the weaker
interaction between the graphene and matrix in comparison to the
pure form of graphene. This problem can be handled by treating the
mixed nanocomposites with an extra step involving chemical or
thermal reduction (Papageorgiou et al. 2015; Prolongo et al. 2014),
which would demand an extra step, and as a result, would generate a
convoluted process. It is very difficult to achieve homogeneity of
graphene in oxide forms in the composites because of its poor
dispersion, which results in an additional step like the ball-mill mixing
process to enhance the rate of dispersion (Tang et al. 2013). It is also

very difficult to use pure graphene in oxidative environments due to
its vulnerability of the formation of oxides. Another disadvantage is
the loss of material while obtained rGO from graphite oxide (GO) via
chemical reduction (Haag and Kung 2014).
The conversion of graphene into different forms enhances the
dynamicity of its characteristics, leading to an increase in its
applications. Some of the research works reported on complete
graphene-based sensing systems (HyungáCheong et al. 2016; Koester
2011; Mannoor et al. 2012) include mostly electrochemical sensing
techniques. The data collected and transmitted by the sensors to the
monitoring unit is done using different wireless protocols. Some of
the electrochemical sensings include bacteria detection on tooth
enamel where graphene was printed on water-soluble silk to form a
sensing prototype. This system was utilized for the bio-detection of
selective bacterial cells. The wireless conditioning circuit embedded
a single-layer LC resonant circuit having a parallel resistive graphene
monolayer. Another electrochemical application done with graphenebased wireless sensors is for developing transparent gas sensors using
amalgamated graphene and silver nanowires. The wireless system
consisted of an antenna-embedded Bluetooth system. Electrical
sensors fabricated with graphene include graphene varactors that were
developed with a combination of a metal-insulator-graphene structure
with the capacitance altering with the charge concentration because
of the quantum capacitance effect. These devices embedded with an
LC oscillator circuit are very handy for wireless readout purposes.
The quantum capacitance of graphene has also been exploited for
wireless sensing systems (Deen et al. 2014), for applications like
detection of ambient humidity. The results obtained with quantum
capacitance have been verified with capacitance-voltage
measurements done to validate their significance as sensing systems.
Wireless Integrated Sensing Platform (Le et al. 2012) has also been
used with graphene-based sensors where both the analog and digital
wireless remote transmission principles were used to eliminate the use
of any wire or battery-based operations. This system along with
graphene-based gas sensors was used to detect NH3 and CO gases.
Radio-Frequency Identification Tag (RFID) has also been used with
graphene-based sensors consisting of a platinum-decorated reduced
graphene oxide attached to an RFID sensor tag and an RFID reader

antenna attached to a network analyzer. The sensing system was
employed for detecting hydrogen gas at low concentrations (Lee et al.
2015a). The ZigBee standard wireless protocol was also used with
graphene-based sensing systems which were used to measure
different pH and glucose concentrations. The transmission of the
sensed data was done using the XBee router to the XBee coordinator,
would be subsequently interpreted using LABVIEW to extract the
significant information.
With a perspective to these sensing systems, the usability of the
graphene-based sensors can be enhanced based on their strengths and
limitations. Some of the advantages of graphene are based on their
physicochemical structure. The sp2 hybridized carbon atoms of
graphene make it highly electrically conductive due to the absence of
an electron in the outermost shell. The conductivity of graphene is
around 60 times more than that of CNTs, which makes it a very
popular choice to develop the nanocomposite-based electrodes of the
sensors. Graphene can also be used for developing supercapacitors
due to its very low band gap between the valence and the conduction
bands (Brownson and Banks 2012; Polat and Kocabas 2013; Wu et
al. 2015; Yoo et al. 2011). Some of the other advantages of graphene
includes high surface area, the availability of oxygen-containing
groups in its structure, presence of the oxygen groups, opportunity of
electrochemical modification in covalent and non-covalent ways to
functionalised the electrodes of the sensors with additional operations,
absence of heterogeneous materials during its production unlike
CNTs (Pumera 2009). The advantages of graphene over CNTs and
other allotropes of carbon lies their enhance characteristics during
uses in the purest form to develop the electrodes, cost of production
of pure graphene is lesser (Pumera et al. 2010), energy-storage ability
to produce fuel cells, lithium-ion batteries, and ultra-capacitors.
Different lithium-ion batteries and fuel cells have been developed
with graphene in the pure or composite to increase the storage
capacity. Another advantage of graphene is its capability to exhibit
the half-integer quantum Hall effect at the speed of light at room
temperature. An ambipolar electric field effect with excellent
electrode kinetics because of the high mobility of the carriers can be
obtained because of the control of the charge density of graphene by
the gate electrode.

Table 0.9 Limitations of graphene as showcased in various research.
Sl.
No.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

Limitations
The maximum photo-responsivity of graphene
photodetectors is low. This is due to the small
detection area of the graphene sheets and the
very short photo-generated carrier lifetime.
It is susceptible to oxidative environments.
Thus, it cannot be used as a catalyst in redox
reactions.
Point defects are present in graphene due to its
sp2 hybridizing property which results in the
formation of various non-hexagonal structures.
This alters the electro-mechanical properties of
the resultant electrodes of the sensors.
Even though a lot of graphene-based strain
sensors have been developed in the laboratory
environment, the stretchability is still
insufficient due to the defect density in its
structure.
The presence of multilayers in graphene sheets
results in interlayer sliding, leading to a
difference in crack densities.
Defects occur in graphene’s structure during its
interaction with metallic substrates.
There are oxides in the surface of graphene
which affect the electronic and chemical
properties.
There are unknown cytotoxic limitations in
graphene sensors which limit their usage in biosensing applications.
A lot of parasitic effects are present in graphene
which influences the response of the graphenebased sensors.
The formation of different compounds with
graphene changes its structural composition
when an external load is applied, producing
fracture lines, and increasing the number of
dangling bonds in its structure.

Reference
(Liu et al.
2017)

(Advantages
and
Disadvantages
of Graphene)
(Lee et al.
2015b)

(Karoui et al.
2010)
(Dreyer et al.
2010)

(Wu et al.
2011a)

(Schniepp et
al. 2006)

It has the ability to carry super current due to the continuous
charge carrier exerting high crystal quality, causing light to travel
thousands of inter-atomic distances without any scattering (Brownson
and Banks 2010). Other advantage of graphene-based sensors for
biosensing applications include having a high-density edge plane and
can act as a nano-connector between the analyte and the electrodes
and availability of the 2D electronic states on the surface which is
done by tunnelling technique, which results in the mediator-less direct
transfer of electrons between the enzymes and the surface of the
electrodes. The flexibility of graphene sheets is higher than other
allotropes of carbon, which increases their potential to be used for
developing flexible electronic devices. Strain sensors with very high
GF can be fabricated using graphene, whose performances remains
constant even after many bending cycles. The limitations associated
with graphene-based sensors if addressed and rectified effectively can
increase the utilization of these sensors on a commercial basis. Some
of the limitations related to current graphene-based sensors are
described in Table 2.9. It is seen that a lot of work is yet to be done to
enhance the characteristics of this material to fabricate and implement
more efficient graphene-based sensors.
Conclusion and Future Work
Even though there are some drawbacks of graphene-based
sensors as mentioned in the previous section, it can still be considered
one of the most promising materials that can be synthesized in the
laboratory and employed for different applications. The potential
applications of graphene-based sensors can be enhanced by using the
graphene-based sensors to form real-time sensing systems. The
sensors can be used to develop wearable sensing systems for
ubiquitous monitoring of physiological parameters and chronic
diseases. The robustness of the sensors attached to the body should be
increased to sustain wear and tear for a long time. One of the ways to
do this is by modifying the physical and chemical characteristics of
the electrodes and substrates that are used to formulate the sensors.
Many daily applications can be addressed by enhancing the selectivity
and specificity of graphene sensors. The responses of the graphene
sensors to target analytes and molecules should be enhanced while

minimizing their responses to other interfering molecules.
Functionalisation of graphene should be done more with captive
agents that are used for specified target molecules. More focus should
be pertained to obtain non-invasive, label-free detection of different
biomolecules. The fabrication of graphene sensing systems should be
improved to develop low-cost, reusable sensors. A few ways to
ameliorate the quality of existing fabrication techniques is to employ
devices with the simple operating principle, low input power, develop
sensors with constant performance in terms of efficiency. The
consistency can be obtained by addressing the performance and the
signal conditioning circuit embedded in the sensor. An alternative
approach to minimize the production cost is to develop
multifunctional sensors which can be utilized with a single sensing
system. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of graphene-based systems
should also be work upon to minimize the power loss during the
transfer of the sensed data. The structure of graphene can also be
modified during its synthesis to alter changes in its electrical,
mechanical and thermal properties. Research can also be done on the
diffusion process and surfactants that are associated with graphene to
achieve uniform dispersion in the different polymer matrixes. The
biocompatibility of graphene sensors should be ameliorated by
working on the existing non-biocompatible commercial sensors that
are currently available in the market. The global market for graphene
is estimated to be above 250 million USD by 2020, which would
consequently increase its uses for developing sensors for different
applications. Figure 2.15 gives an overview of a few possible
applications including energy conservation, electronics industry, and
wearable devices, where graphene can be devised as a candidate
(Graphene Market Trends). The utilization of graphene to develop
sensors, supercapacitors and composites are forecasted to be the
dominant trend for different sectors like aerospace, automobiles,
defense, and biomedical science for the upcoming years (Graphene
Market Overview ; Graphene Market Reports). Topologically, the
Asia-Pacific market region is shown to have the largest marketing
industry with the use of most of the graphene in the academic and
corporate sectors. The usage of graphene for potential applications is
increasing with time and is expected to have an enormous impact on
the quality of human life.

Figure 0.15 An overview of the potential applications and marketing areas
of graphene in the upcoming years (Graphene Market Trends).

2.4 Wearable Flexible Sensors
The last two decades have seen a growth of wearable sensors for
where ubiquitous monitoring purposes. The sensors are attached to
different places like arm, leg or organ under consideration. These
sensors have been proven very advantageous for of elderly people as
the response time for the older people is very short in the case of an
emergency due to their lack of immunity and low body strength and
immunity towards diseases. These wearable sensing systems have
become popular as they can be worn for a short duration or in a
continuous manner depending on the problems faced and obtain a
proper assessment. Some of the advantages of using wearable sensing
systems are scrutinizing the minor changes in the patient via regular
monitoring, exclusion of vision sensors that violates the privacy of a
person, faster response in comparison to the non-wearable ones, and
compact system which makes it easier to be used in comparison to the
work-bench systems, which requires the person to go to a special
place for examination purposes. These advantages have popularised

the use of wearable technology [7,8] for different applications.
Although the use of wearable sensors obtained from non-flexible
sensors did become popular in the biomedical field, there were certain
disadvantages associated with them which forced to look for alternate
options for fabricating wearable sensors. Some of these disadvantages
are the high cost of production, high input power leading to wastage
of energy, discomfort for the patient due to the brittle nature of the
sensors, heavier in comparison to flexible sensors and risk of thermal
injuries. The durability of the materials used to develop rigid sensing
systems is lower due to their brittleness and rigidity. The power
consumption, dynamicity, and sensitivity of the sensing system are
some of the other characteristics where the flexible sensing systems
are enhanced in comparison to their rigid counterparts. So, the
researchers have started working on the development of wearable,
flexible systems on a large scale to integrate the advantages of flexible
sensing prototypes with wearable devices. Some of the advantages of
flexible sensors are their high mechanical flexibility and bendability,
higher impact resistance, low cost of fabrication and reduced chances
of thermal injuries.
Materials for Wearable Flexible Sensors
The raw material used for developing the wearable, flexible
sensors is calculated from several factors like the application of the
sensor, its availability and total fabrication cost. Organic electronics
is one prime area in the material side which has been considerably
used to develop flexible wearable devices (Liao et al. 2015b). Some
of the possibility in the utilization of organic devices for flexible
wearable devices are depicted Figure 2.16. These sensors have been
considered for employment in the manufacturing of thin-film
transistors, ionic pumps, and polymer electrodes.
Organic and large-area electronics (OLAE) (van den Brand et al.
2015) is a phenomenon used to fabricate electronic devices that are
printed in thin layers using functional inks. Certain attributes of PET
and PEN-like transparency and lower cost makes them a favorable
choice to be used for OLAE in comparison to other organic polymers.
The OLAE process has been used largely to develop wearable health
and medical devices. The utilization of PDMS (Chen et al. 2013a;

Moon et al. 2010), PEN (Someya and Sekitani 2014), PI (Qin et al.
2015), P(VDF-TrFE) (Fujita et al. 2012), Parylene (Ha et al. 2012)
and Polypyrrole (Tjahyono et al. 2013) has been preferably done to
develop electrochemical, strain and pressure sensors (Alahi et al.
2018; Nag et al. 2018a; Nag et al. 2018b; Nag et al. 2018c; Nag et al.
2017a; Nag et al. 2016a; Nag et al. 2017b; Nag et al. 2017c; Nag and
Mukhopadhyay 2018; Nag et al. 2016b; Nag et al. 2016c; Nag et al.
2017d; Zang et al. 2015) for different applications. The electrodes of
the sensor have been fabricated from a range of conducting materials
like carbon-based and metallic nanoparticles. The carbon-based
elements include graphene (Bae et al. 2013; Nag et al. 2017a;
Sadasivuni et al. 2015; Tian et al. 2014), carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
(Cohen et al. 2012; Shim et al. 2008) and carbon fibers (Jost et al.
2013). Silver (Amjadi et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015a), gold (Gong et
al. 2014; Hasegawa et al. 2008) and nickel (Tang 2007) are some of
the metallic nanoparticles that are commonly used to develop flexible
wearable sensors.
Biomedical sensing is one of the significant areas which has been
worked upon by the wearable, flexible electronic devices (Vilela et al.
2016). Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (SWCNTs) and MultiWalled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNTs) were used to develop sensors
of different attributes for biomedical applications. SWCNTs were
used to develop ion-electron potentiometric transducers for
monitoring of metabolites on the skin (Zelada-Guillén et al. 2012).
Multi-layered films of opposite polarity were developed with
MWCNTs to fabricate chemo-resistive sensors (Saetia et al. 2014).
Sensor formed with Cu/PI flexible electronic layer was used for the
detection of sodium (Na+) and potassium (K+) ions. An antenna was
attached to the sensor for wireless transmission of its data to an
Android smartphone (Rose et al. 2015). Detection of bacterial
infection on tooth enamel via saliva has been done using graphenebased nano-sensors. The sensors were attached to an inductive coil
antenna patterned with interdigitated electrodes (Mannoor et al.
2012). Flexible Organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs) are
another type of sensor considered for testing of saliva by converting
biochemical signals to electrical signals. The sensors were fabricated
with a PANI/Nafion – graphene bilayer film (Liao et al. 2015a).
Another way of fabrication included the lamination of polypropylene

films and amorphous silicon thin-film transistors on plasma-enhanced
PI substrates. These sensors were employed for pressure sensing and
large area electronic sensing skins (Graz et al. 2006). Magnetic-field
sensors (Melzer et al. 2015) is one sector that is fabricated with
inorganic functional nanomembranes with polymeric foils.

Figure 0.16 Pictorial representation of the different prospects of wearable,
flexible devices using organic electronics (Liao et al. 2015b).

A linear array of 8 sensors was developed to work on Hall Effect
to obtain high bulk sensitivity. Another significant work involves the
development of a wearable electronic nose (Lorwongtragool et al.
2014) using a sensor array fabricated from a nanocomposite of CNTs
and PEN. Hydrogel systems and electrophysiological sensors (Jang et
al. 2015) were also developed via spin-coating and thermally cured
layer of PI placed above a layer of Poly (methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA). The electrodes were fabricated with a bilayer developed
with electron-beam-evaporated Cr and Au. These developed devices
were employed for ECG, stress-strain measurements and other
biomedical devices (Yeo and Lim 2016). Alloys were also used in
WFS to fabricate biometric sensors (Francioso et al. 2010) where thin-

film thermocouples like Sb2Te3 and Bi2Te3 along with a Kapton
substrate were pertained to develop a low-power, flexible microthermoelectric generator, which was used for Ambient Assistant
Living (AAL) applications.
Sensor Networks for Wearable Flexible Sensors
Real-time applications including the monitoring of different
physiological parameters are primarily dependent on the sensor
network that is used to transfer the sensed data. After processing the
data in the embedded circuit, it is trans-received between the sensor
nodes and the monitoring unit via a router for further analysis. A
schematic diagram depicting the transmission of data from the sensor
to the monitoring is shown in Figure 2.17. The choice of a
communication network is dependent on the setup cost, power
consumption, number of sensor node and range of trans-reception.
Table 2.10 gives a comparative study for some network protocols
standardized by IEEE (Song and Lee 2010).

Figure 0.17 Schematic diagram of the transmission of data from the sensor
to the monitoring unit.

Comparatively, Bluetooth is the most popular one because of its
advantages like cheaper installation, less hardware, and high
compatibility. Substantial research has been done on forming
Bluetooth integrated health-care systems (Haartsen 1998; Ohmura et
al. 2006; Strauss et al. 2005) for different ubiquitous applications.
Networks other than the ones mentioned in Table 2.10 are available
which is used for data transmission for different biomedical flexible
systems. For example, SHIMMER uses a Chipcon radio transceiver
with a 2.4 GHz Rufa™ antenna (Burns et al. 2010). Some of the other
network remote technologies include Sun SPOT, IRIS, Mica2/MicaZ,
Telos (Johnson et al. 2009). Among these, Telos, which is developed
by UC Barkley, uses an IEEE 802.15.4 compliant radio that claims to
be using one-tenth of the power of previous mote platforms (Polastre
et al. 2005). Radio-frequency (RF) is another significant network
protocol that is utilized by different flexible acoustic resonators for
data transmission (Zhou et al. 2015). For example, ECG monitoring
systems have employed the Tmote Sky platform which has an
802.15.4 radio interface at 250 kbps (Park et al. 2006).
Table 0.10 Network protocols standardized by IEEE (Song and Lee 2010).

10

Wi-Fi
(IEEE
802.11
WLAN)
5000

Wi-Max
(IEEE
802.11
WWAN)
15000

250-500

1000-3000

1000-45000

75000

2.4

2.4

Star,
Mesh and
Cluster
trees
Wireless
Sensors
(Monitori
ng and
Control)

Star

2.4, 3.7 and 5 2.3, 3.5 and
3.5
Star, Tree,
Star, Tree,
P2P
and P2P

Standard

ZigBee
(IEEE
802.15.4)

Bluetooth
(IEEE 802.15.1
WPAN)

Range (m)

100

Data rate
(kbps)
Bandwidth
(GHz)
Network
Topology

Applications

Wireless
Sensors
(Monitoring and
Control)

PC-based
Data
acquisition,
Mobile
Internet

Mobile
Internet

A wireless physiological management system (WPMS) (Hao and
Foster 2008) that could transfer the real-time physiological
measurement data wirelessly from the medical sensors to the
processing unit had found potential applications in drug delivery
systems like chemotherapy, diabetic insulin therapy, AIDS therapy
(Jones et al. 2006). Figure 2.18 shows the schematic diagram of the
hardware architecture for a specific sensor node for WPMS (Hao and
Foster 2008). Wearable Based Sensor Networks (WBSNs), based on
IEEE 802.15.4, is another protocol that was introduced for potential
applications like ECG, a wearable platform for light, audio, motion
and temperature sensing (Maurer et al. 2006).

Figure 0.18 Schematic diagram of the hardware architecture for the
sensor node for WPMS (Hao and Foster 2008).
Toumaz Technologies, UK devised a wireless system-on-chip
integrated system where the operation of the transceiver takes placed
in 862-870 MHz and 902-928 MHz ISM bands for European and
North American countries respectively (Wong et al. 2008). Research
work on antennas and RF systems that have been integrated into

clothing have also been done under Body Area Networks (BAN),
where low-powered devices had been surface mounted on clothing in
a fixed position (Jovanov and Milenkovic 2011). BAN can be broadly
categorized into three categories, namely off-body, on-body, and inbody (Hall and Hao 2006; Hao and Foster 2008). Battery-operated
systems is another option that has been worked upon to power the
system with a battery integrated into the system (Malzahn et al. 2011;
Pu et al. 2015). The merits of using self-powered systems (Fan et al.
2012; Ha et al. 2015; Xiao et al. 2012) is defined by the avoidance of
the replacement of the battery or the power unit of the wireless system
after the completion of charging and discharging cycles.
Types of Activity Monitoring with Wearable Flexible
Sensors
A range of flexible wearable sensors has been developed and
utilized based on the specific parameter being monitored. These
parameters dictated the fabrication technique of the sensor prototypes.
For example, monitoring of physiological movements (Zeng et al.
2014) like limb motions(Nag et al. 2016b), walking and running (Yao
and Zhu 2014) and gait analysis (Tao et al. 2012) would require the
patches to be larger with more flexibility. But certain parameters like
respiration (Jiang et al. 2010b), heart rate (Patterson et al. 2009) and
cardiorespiratory signals (Choi and Jiang 2006) would require the
sensors to have a smaller dimension with higher sensitivity. Another
application of WFS is as sensing of glucose via secretion mediums
like a tear (Iguchi et al. 2007) and immobilization of glucose oxidase
(Kudo et al. 2006; Kwak et al. 2012). Electronic skins or e-skins
(Katragadda and Xu 2008; Wang et al. 2014a) are another significant
areas which was worked upon to mimic the functions of a natural skin
in determining the changes in temperature, pressure or health
conditions of a person at a specific time. These sensors (Bauer 2013)
are embedded in thermal actuators and organic displays. Figure 2.19
depicts the schematic diagram of one type of electronic skin that was
developed using elastomeric substrates. A few examples of e-skins
include the development of a wearable-on-the-skin sensing systems
for physiological sensing (Son et al. 2014), non-volatile memory and
for drug release (Choi et al. 2015; Di et al. 2015; Minev et al. 2015)

and therapeutic actuators (Mayer et al. 2006; Petrofsky et al. 2013).
Figure 2.20 shows individual components of the device and the
zoomed version of the finished product. Flexible sensors with high
mechanical sensitivity, flexibility and durability were fabrication for
monitoring of speech and physiological signals in the geometry of a
spider’s sensory system (Kang et al. 2014). Biomedical signal
monitoring is another area which was worked upon to monitor the
hydration state and electrophysiological activity using optical,
electrical and radio-frequency sensors (Jang et al. 2014).

Figure 0.19 Schematic diagram of electronic skins with a sensory
perception on a human arm (Bauer 2013).

PDMS and PI were spin-coated and used as substrates with
electrodes formed with bi-layered sputtered Chromium (Cr) and Gold
(Au). Monitoring of skin hydration via thermal conductivity, blood
oxygenation, electrocardiogram (ECG), electromyogram (EMG),
electrooculogram (EOG) are few of the parameters that could be
sensed using the developed prototypes. Figure 2.21 shows an optical
diagram of a rugged and stretchable electronic sensor. Strain sensors
(Chang et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2011b; Xiao et al. 2011) are one of
the most significant categories of WFS and have been utilized for
multiple disciplinary applications like human-motion detection (Park

et al. 2015; Yamada et al. 2011), forces and acoustic vibrations (Gong
et al. 2014) and artificial skins (Pang et al. 2012) to name a few. They
have also been used for pressure sensing (Gong et al. 2014; Schwartz
et al. 2013; Zang et al. 2015) due to certain attributes like high
flexibility and bendability, which depended on the raw material used
for the fabrication process. Some of their potential applications
include in the field of robotics, aviation, etc.

Figure 0.20 (a) Schematic diagram for the materials used to develop the
sensor. (b) Finished product (Son et al. 2014).

Another prominent application for WFSs is the monitoring of
biological fluids like sweat and saliva (Matzeu et al. 2015), that is
done using skin-tattooed nano-sensors connected on the wrist and

within the mouth respectively. These sensors were also employed to
monitoring glucose via electrochemically sensing it from the tears of
a person by fixing the sensor with a contact lens. Tattoo-based sensors
have been widely appreciated (Bandodkar et al. 2015) and have been
used for applications like potentiometric (Bakker et al. 2000) and
amperometric (Jia et al. 2013) sensor-based systems.

Figure 0.21 Schematic diagram of the rugged and stretchable electronic
sensor for electrophysiological activities (Jang et al. 2014).

These devices have potential applications for utilizing them in the
skin-worn silver (Ag)-zinc (Zn) alkaline batteries (Berchmans et al.
2014), detecting the change in pH (Bandodkar et al. 2013) and the
detection of ions like sodium and ammonium (Bandodkar et al. 2014;
Guinovart et al. 2013). Chemical and biological sensing with WFS
also includes pH measurements (Coyle et al. 2010) done via strapping
the embedded system around the waist holding the sensor connected
with the microcontroller and LED. Figure 2.22 shows the diagram of
the sensing system and its attachment to a person. WFSs have also
been fabricated and implemented for the detection of certain gases
like Carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO2) (Coyle et al.
2010), where the sensors were fitted in the garments or boots of
people like firefighters for safety measures. Other gas sensing systems
include measuring Oxygen (O2) (Kudo et al. 2007; Tian et al. 2010)
via fitting the system on the wrist of a person to analyze the
continuous changes in the oxygen level occurring in hemoglobin
during respiration. Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)-based

fabrication techniques have been largely used to develop WFSs for
certain biological applications like blood-cell-counting sensing
prototype with micro silicon chips (Satake et al. 2002). This
technique was employed to aid patients with hearing ailment via
fabricating micro-acoustic sensors for sound-source localization
(Lisiewski et al. 2011) and hearing purposes (Ko et al. 2006). MEMSbased WFS systems have also been used to develop biomedical
sensors to monitor the changes in temperature inside the brain during
mental activities and to analyze circadian rhythms (Dittmar et al.
2006).

Figure 0.22 (a) Schematic diagram showing the pH-sensitive chip along
with the LED and photodiode. (b) Place of the sensor on a person (Coyle et
al. 2010).

Textile-based systems were also fabricated and implemented for
monitoring purposes. One of the biggest advantages of these systems
is the comfort level that the patient percieves while being monitored

in the absence of wearing a separate sensing system. The monitoring
of different parameters using textile-based systems has made it a
popular choice (Hasegawa et al. 2008; Korhonen et al. 2003), thus
involving make projects like VTAMN (France), Life Shirt (USA) and
Wearable Health Care Systems (WEALTHY) (Europe), etc., to
develop fibre-based sensor systems for medicine, home healthcare
and prevention of diseases (Axisa et al. 2005). These fiber-based
sensors also opted from piezo-resistive fibers, elastic and regular
polyester fibers, which are used for conducting experiments for
different applications like respiration (Huang et al. 2008) and
cardiovascular diseases (Pacelli et al. 2006). Plastic optical fibers are
also developed for pressure sensing (Rothmaier et al. 2008) where raw
flexible silicone fibers were treated with acetone and weaved to form
pressure sensors having a thickness of around 0.51 mm. The fiberbased generator (Zhong et al. 2014) is one of the applications where
the electrostatic charge produced on the fibers during biomechanical
vibrations can be converted into electricity. These Nano-generators
operate on a non-contact mode basis, thus relying on air pressure (Li
and Wang 2011), which can be used for ultrasensitive sensing during
their uses in medical diagnostics and as measurement tools. The fiber
can also be integrated with a computer (Kim et al. 2009) to form
Planar Fashionable Circuit boards (PFCB) and used for monitoring of
sweat using RFIP tag antennas. PFCBs were also used for monitoring
of ECG (Yoo et al. 2009), physiological signals (Chang et al. 2008b)
and general health (Kim et al. 2008; Yoo et al. 2010). Other
applications for fiber-based WFS include a motion sensor (Colombo
et al. 2014) and temperature sensor (Sibinski et al. 2010). The design
of the Flexible printed-circuit boards (FPCBs) employed for in-situ
perspiration analysis (Gao et al. 2016) is shown in Figure 2.23. Drug
delivery pump (DDP) (Takei et al. 2015) is another interesting idea
that the researchers have worked upon to develop the prototypes with
PDMS and a negative photoresist via standard photolithographic
technique. These sensors were used for pressure sensing, where the
drug was ejected based on the applied pressure. One of the ways to
implement the concept of DDP is to use it with a smart bandage and
a temperature sensor that can detect the minute changes in the body
temperature while performing physical activities.

Figure 0.23 Flexible Printed Circuit Board developed for in situ
perspiration analysis (Gao et al. 2016).

Challenges and Future Opportunities
Although a significant amount of work has been done with WFSs,
there are still some glitches that need to be addressed. Researchers are
trying to fabricate flexible sensing systems having better performance
in terms of sensitivity and sustainability, in comparison to the existing
ones. The enormous data generated by the WFS makes it difficult to
handle, store and operate on them to filter out the significant data
them. There is also a question of a proper security system that needs
to curb any mishandling and misuse of the received data. Timevarying traffic is another problem that the sensing systems face during
data transmission in real-time topological systems. This leads to a
delay in the data reception in the monitoring unit, thus leading to an
overall decrease in the efficiency of the system. Also, some of the
significant data might get lost as a result of the high traffic generated
by AAL applications. The data transmission for a central coordinator
system in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) should be handled
efficiently to reduce the traffic and data loss. The connectivity and

interoperability of the embedded system should be enhanced, to
reduce the power loss. From a patient’s point of view, any kind of
discomfort should not be faced by the person when he is wearing the
sensing system. The breach of privacy should also be avoided during
and after monitoring duration. The attached system should not be
loosely connected to the body or clothes worn by the person, as a
result of which, the data could be altered based on movements and the
surrounding environment. Thermal injuries from the WFS should also
be avoided to protect the tissues of the patient. Some of the factors
decide these thermal effects (Bagade et al. 2015) are the number,
location, and positioning of the sensors. The operating frequency of
the sensing system and the communication protocol should be kept
low. Power consumption by WFSs is another pivotal issue that needs
to be addressed in the current systems. Certain sensors like
SHIMMER and Telos that uses low power should be considered for
monitoring purposes to minimize the overall power consumed by the
system. The continuous input power is another challenge that needs
to be worked upon. The effects of motion artifact and distributed
interference should be minimized via designing the system for onnode processing.
Based on the market survey done on WFS, there is a prominent
future (Flexible Smart Sensors and the Future of Health) in terms of
printed and flexible electronics. The growth of flexible electronics is
predicted to be over 75 billion USD by 2025 (The State of Flexible
and Printed Electronics) with a substantial increase in the usage of
these flexible systems for monitoring health parameters. The
predicted cost of WFSs is more than 3 billion USD by 2020 (20162026: Market Forecasts) with more than 240 million annual unit
shipments by 2025 (The Wearable Technology Ecosystem: 2016 2030 - Opportunities, Challenges, Strategies, Industry Verticals, And
Forecasts). One of the challenges faced by the companies is designing
the systems to reduce the overall fabrication cost. One of the ways to
achieve this is via opting for cheap, safe and biocompatible materials
to make the sensors. flexible, one of the UK-based companies, has
estimated an increase in the usage of organic electronics among WFSs
(Organic Electronics Will Play a Key Role in Increasing the Utility of
Wearables). The companies should opt for designing the systems
which would serve the people, based on their application purposes and

economic condition. The systems should also be made cost-effective
to address a wider section in the society.
2.5 Conclusions
Some of the prominent research works done on WFS has been
elucidated in the preceding sections of the chapter. Different sensors
based on a range of materials along with different communication
networks that are considered used for monitoring purposes. The scope
of research done on this topic is increasing every day along with the
increase in the demand for WFS. The predicted figures for the use of
WFS for the next decade have been explained along with some of the
challenges currently faced by WFS. The usage of MEMS and
Nanoelectromechanical (NEMS) technology is expected to reduce in
the upcoming years due to the reduction in the cost of fabrication of
the flexible sensing systems. The utilization of the existing
manufacturing techniques along with new ones will help in
developing enhanced sensing systems to monitor a wider range of
applications in order to have a better quality of life in the near future.
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